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School Context
Aberdeen Elementary is nestled on the beautiful slopes of Aberdeen and on the traditional territories of
the Secwepemc peoples. Aberdeen Elementary was established in 1981 and ever since has been an
integral part of the Aberdeen community. The first year of operation was not on the current site, but by
mid-year the building was finished and grew to a population of over 600 students. Aberdeen has had
three additions over the years. Student enrollment decreased to approximately 400 students when
Pacific Way Elementary was opened. We anticipate growing to over 500 students with the new
catchment changes being established for September 2022.
The school provides both Neighbourhood and Montessori learning opportunities which makes it the only
dual-track elementary school in the School District. The Montessori program, which has been in
operation here at Aberdeen for 17 years, places a strong emphasis on Peace Education and engages
students in activities designed to develop independent learners, self-efficacy, community-mindedness
and a focus on the natural world. Aberdeen provides a variety of opportunities for all learners, such as:
Battle of the Books, Young Authors, Young Artists, and Heritage Stamp. In non-COVID years, the school
has numerous sports teams and varied intramurals on the go as well. Our Student Advisory Council
(SAC) is made up of intermediate students from both programs and is essential for community building
plans and activities. We have a dynamic Music Education Program that permeates the culture of our
school. This includes a strong music program and an outstanding Grade 7 Band program. Our music
groups have performed in various virtual concerts and assemblies throughout the year, providing
entertainment to students, parents, and community members.
The staff are highly engaged, professional learners. Teachers take part in professional discussions and
learning time, including regularly looking at school data at staff meetings. We have implemented
Support Staff meetings every second week as well to build in time to connect and discuss learning
opportunities and curious questions to support these members of the Aberdeen team. Anthony Michel,
our AEW, leads us all in our journey to deepen our understanding of the First People’s Principles of
Learning and how to authentically engage in this learning here at Aberdeen. We are honoured to work
with and learn from his calm, guiding ways. Our parents/guardians are actively involved in supporting
their children and our PAC has been essential in supporting literacy this year.
Aberdeen is transitioning to a more diverse population with increased complex needs. Our current
enrollment remains at 400. Due to COVID-19 this year, an additional 21 students that would normally be
part of the population are registered either with @KOOL or with a homeschool program. We have 1
student who is part of the Purchased Service program in the District. 11% of our students arrive by bus
every day from Knutsford, 13% of our population identify as Indigenous, 7% of our students have IEPs,
16% receive some form of Learning Assistance support and 4% receive ELL support.
September 2021 Update: School had an influx of students over the summer and has received a new
division. Current population is 425 with a significant number of new students with IEPs (we now stand at
9%). Only @5 students have chosen not to return to Aberdeen and remain Home Schooled or @KOOL
due to concerns specific to COVID-19.
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This has been a year of transitions: moving from school closures due to COVID, to schools open under
the confines and constructs necessary to provide safe learning environments for both staff and students;
moving from an established administration team to a new, unestablished administration team; from
growing the understanding of data from one in which Developing and Proficient were grouped together
to one in which we have a deeper understanding of the necessity of grouping Emerging and Developing
together to provide accurate knowledge of our most vulnerable students; from traditional assessment
and reporting practices to embracing the Proficiency Scale and joining the District Assessment Pilot; from
focussing on academic progression to needing to stay focussed for most of the year on the
social-emotional wellness of staff and students. Although we have been able to make progress in most
academic areas, it is not yet reflective of what we are capable of as a whole (staff, students &
parent/guardian community). The journey ahead will be exciting and full of further learning joy and
challenges.

School Vision: Building Community; Inspiring Confidence; Opening Minds
At Aberdeen, we seek to align with the District’s Mission & Vision statements and Learning Plan, with a
focus on the key goals of building strong Literacy and Numeracy skills within our students. This presents
the cornerstone to the learning success for all students.
Our Literacy Goal: We will be focussing on a Response to Intervention approach focussed on the early
identification and support of all our students with learning and behaviour needs. Our struggling learners
will be provided with interventions at increasing levels of intensity to accelerate their rate of learning
through a variety of personnel and with progress being closely monitored. This design will assist when
making decisions in both general and Inclusive Education, creating a well-integrated system of
instruction and intervention guided by student outcome data. In using this systematic process, we aim
to see an increase in our Proficient writing level expectations in Grades 1-7 by the end of 2022.
Our Numeracy Goal: Advancing numeracy skills requires that all teachers are provided additional
training in teaching foundational skills, Core Competencies, and formative assessment techniques using
quality strategies and resources. Although the District Numeracy Assessment is fully implemented at our
school, as an educational team, we are pursuing the development of a Math Assessment to help guide
the work we are doing in this area as well. We continue to have discussions on the differences between
Numeracy and Math and how that impacts the work that we do. In addition, parents/guardians play an
invaluable role in the academic achievement of their children, and must therefore be included as
partners in advancing improved Numeracy outcomes. We want to make available to all interested
parents/guardians workshops on supporting their child(ren) in number sense and problem solving. As
with our Literacy goal, our struggling learners will be provided with interventions at increasing levels of
intensity to accelerate their rate of learning through a variety of personnel and with progress being
closely monitored. In using this systematic process, we aim to see an increase in our Proficient levels
expectations in Grades 1-7 by the end of 2022.
Our Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Goal: Additionally, we aim to offer all of our learners
social-emotional support in order to create classroom environments that are conducive to student
learning and personal success. This will include explicit instruction teaching all students self-regulation
tools via programs such as: EASE, MindUp, Zones of Regulation, and W.I.T.S. which will help develop
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self-aware citizens in the classroom who will optimally maintain learning readiness while supporting
success for all of our learners. As a staff, we will be creating ways to measure improvements in this area
starting in the Fall 2021.

Learning Partner Engagement Process
During PAC meetings in the Spring (our PAC had a bit of a late start due to COVID complications) we
shared information around our School Learning Plan and provided opportunities for parents/guardians
to give feedback. Over several staff meetings, teachers looked at the data, specific to reading and
writing, to identify successes, challenges and next steps. Due to the complexities of COVID-19 and the
tragedy at Tk'emlups Residential School, we were not able to complete this process of looking at
Numeracy data and our Indigenous data as planned this Spring. As such, we provided a final draft of our
school plan to staff with the opportunity to voluntarily respond. Moving forward, we would like to work
collectively as a staff to further refine the goals and agree upon our steps for this coming school year.
Time will be dedicated at staff meetings throughout the 2021/2022 school year to further review and
collaborate on the School Learning Plan.

Community
In order to support all of our learners, it is important that we build and clearly communicate our School
Learning Plan focus and goals with our school and parent/guardian communities. It is essential we do so
in an ongoing fashion, therefore we have several communication systems currently in place, with
additional ones we plan on implementing in the 2021-2022 school year, to keep stakeholders informed.
●

●

●
●

Monthly Newsletter to Parents/Guardians: In our newsletters, we not only share the upcoming
events in our school, we are also highlighting activities and ideas associated with our Numeracy,
Literacy and SEL learning goals. For instance, we have a Numeracy section that has been
highlighting problem solving strategies and includes different problems for students to solve with
their parents/guardians at home. We also have a specific Literacy section that includes
highlights from our Library and more recently we have been highlighting student writing. We
hope to further deepen the learning component of the newsletter next year by including
sections that mention learning activities, collaboration and the Core Competencies in action
while regularly referring to our School Learning Plan, Mission statement, Vision and Action goals.
We intend to also include a “Learning at Home” section to share ideas with parents on fun and
engaging ways they might support and continue the joy of learning at home.
Social Media: A simple and approachable way to engage parents/guardians is through social
media. We acknowledge that our families lead busy lives, so by highlighting learning successes
and celebrations through Facebook and Twitter, we are able to engage more families and their
extended families into our Aberdeen community.
School Website: Similar to our usage of social media, we regularly update our school website
highlighting various learning and community building activities.
PAC Meetings: At our monthly PAC meetings, the School Plan will be shared regularly, centering
discussion around the instruction that is happening in the building to support our learning goals
and to gather feedback from the community on how we might align with families to further
improve our learners’ experiences to lead to improved success for all learners.
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●

●

●

Parent/Guardian Information/Home & School Partner Evenings: This year we were unable to
offer parent/guardian evenings focussed on building Literacy and Numeracy skills with our
families. However, we were fortunate to be able to team up with the Mother Goose program for
our new Kindergarten students and their families by providing online, interactive programming
on Monday nights through the Spring. This was a tremendous success and we look forward to
implementing it again next year.
Learning in Action Blog: We hope to initiate this in the 2021-2022 school year. This portion of the
website will be committed to helping parents better understand our School Learning Plan. The
focus in this blog is to highlight learning and explain activities and how they might be useful at
home for families to support their children in Literacy, Numeracy and Social-Emotional Learning.
Intermediate Indigneous Students Forum Survey & Parent/Guardian Survey: New this year, in an
attempt to improve Indigenous voice at our school, we have implemented an exit survey and
discussion forum, led by Mr. Michel (our AEW) and the administration team. We want to
authentically create opportunities to improve our connections to our Indigenous students and
their families. We are already actively making plans for improvements by ensuring we continue
to further Indigenize the learning environment at Aberdeen, all based on feedback from these
surveys. We will continue this exit survey next year.

Reflection (our road map to success): 2017-2020 Goals & Actions
●
●
-

To develop students’ problem solving skills in numeracy:
Professional learning and collaboration times offered during staff meetings
Staff explored building common language in Numeracy to support students as they move from
class to class; year to year
Continued to collect information around Numeracy from district coordinators and other
knowledgeable colleagues
Creation of Aberdeen Math Google Classroom resource for staff
Two staff members joined the district Math Leadership Team
Math Minds team was created and met monthly to discuss various topics and curiosities
associated with teaching Math - led by District Numeracy Coordinator Katie McCormack
Pro-D focussed on Numeracy, led by Katie McCormack and Amanda Russet
To improve students’ English Language Arts achievement - with a specific focus on written
responses:
Professional learning and collaboration times offered during staff meetings
Staff explored building common language in Literacy to support students as they move from
class to class; year to year
Continued to collect information around Literacy from district coordinators and other
knowledgeable colleagues
Created ties between the development of writing and reading - synchronistic relationship
Carried out a School Wide Write twice/year
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SCHOOL GOALS & ACTIONS 2020 - Present
The following School Learning Goals have been foundationally supported by the First Peoples Principles
of Learning via:
○ Sharing stories/oral storytelling (with permission)
○ Connecting to heritage in reading writing, Numeracy and SEL activities
○ Connecting Core Competencies
○ Collaborating across grade groups/cohorts
○ Sharing Aboriginal literature through the learning processes
GOAL #1: To continue to develop students’ problem solving skills in Numeracy

Targets:

○
○

○

90% of students will feel somewhat confident or higher when asked “How confident
are you when using a variety of math problem-solving strategies” on the DEWRS
survey.
90% of students will be able to identify the steps to solving a problem. We will
measure this using a question on the DEWRS survey - this target was not achieved as
the question did not make it onto the DEWRS survey in the Fall & staff opted out of
completing the survey in the Spring, where we were going to insert the question.
Based on DNA results, 95% of students will be able to communicate mathematical
thinking in multiple ways by achieving a result of Developing or above on the DNA.

Actions/Our Approach:
- Using the District Numeracy Assessment (DNA) -Fall & Spring- results to inform practice
- Using the DEWRs survey questions specific to problem solving to support progress
- District provided Ultimate Early Learning Math Toolkits for Kindergarten classes &
additionally provided math ‘wishlist’ resource items to all other grades i.e. magnetic
double-sided counters
- Staff meeting time designated to reviewing common language and supporting
collaboration
- September 28th pro-d day - staff spent time discussing essential math learning for the
year
- 5 teachers volunteered to Pilot the MathUp program and are continuing with the
implementation and support of this moving forward
- Numeracy committee (Math Minds) up and running; created plans for the year. Met
monthly.
- Focussed on data, staff revisited targets to ensure they were attainable and applicable
- Focussed and ongoing development of common language between and across grades
- Pivoted distance learning strengths into school-based strategies (e.g. Google classroom
resources)
- Continue to financially support our Learning Resource Committee work for acquisition of
Numeracy resources
- ADST collaboration time and activities integrated into Library time
- Comprehensive inventory of all Math resources was completed with the support of Katie
McCormack
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-

-

Previous ‘Milk Room’ now named STEM Room to support the development of Numeracy
resources in an organized manner
Compiled and compared with staff Fall/Spring DNA data and further disseminated the
data to look at Indigenous and Non-Indigenous learners
Took the Welcome to Kindergarten program for our new Kindergarten students online
over 6 weeks and had a week dedicated specifically to Numeracy, complete with a video
from Katie McCormack
May 21st Pro-D day dedicated to Numeracy learning
Included Numeracy strategy highlights into school newsletter
Numeracy beliefs survey done with teaching staff at June 7 staff meeting - full staff
meeting designated to school plan - this was postponed due to the findings at the
Tk'emlups Residential School. Meeting was dedicated to the honouring of this tragedy
and the support provided via Kevin Cameron.

EVIDENCE for Goal #1:

DNA Results (Indigenous) - Fall 2020
Grade

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

3

50%

50%

0%

0%

6

0%

63%

38%

0%

DNA Results (Indigenous) - Spring 2021
Grade

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

3

0%↓

100%↑

0%=

0%=

6

0%=

86%↑

14%↓

0%=

DNA Results (Non-Indigenous) - Fall 2020
Grade

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

3

30%

62%

8%

0%

6

8%

38%

44%

10%

DNA Results (Non-Indigenous) - Spring 2021
Grade

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

3

14%↓

58%↓

28%↑

0%=

6

8%=

28%↓

54%↑

10%=
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Reflections on Goal #1:
Successes:
● In general:
○ Our Indigenous students, in Grade 3, moved from 50% Emerging and 50% Developing to
100% developing from Fall to Spring with the DNA.
○ 100% of both grade 3 & 6 Indigenous students reached Developing and above results.
Target achieved in this instance.
○ Our Non-Indigenous students were able to make positive gains as well between Fall &
Spring DNA. However, only 86% of grade 3’s & 92% of grade 6’s attained Developing and
above results.
○ 10% of Non-Indigenous students attained Extending results.
○ Re: FSA results - Unfortunately, at this time we are still waiting for the Spring FSA results
to be released from the Ministry. To reflect back to 2018/2019 comparisons doesn’t
make sense.

● DEWRS:
■

When asked “How confident are you when using a variety of math
problem-solving strategies”, 92% replied very confident or somewhat confident

●

Learning Survey:
Grade 4’s
■ Are you learning the way you solve problems?: Over 60% answered sometimes,
most of the time or all of the time
■ I feel I am getting better at math? Over 60% answered agree or strongly agree
Grade 7’s
■ At school, are you taught to explain, as you work, the way that you solve
problems? Over 80% answered sometimes, most of the time or all of the time
■ I continue to get better at Mathematics? About 70% answered agree or strongly
agree
Challenges:
● In general:
○ We wonder what we can do to support our Indigenous learners who continue to not be
at parity with Non-Indigenous learners when we specifically look at the areas of
Proficient and Extending.
○ We wonder why plateauing exists between and at Developing and Proficient. As a staff,
we need to look at ways to move students not only from Emerging to Developing, but
also from Developing to Proficient.
○ We wonder if the DNA is the best measurement tool of Numeric success. As a staff, we
want to pursue the use of a Math assessment to track Mathematical success on key
grade level indicators and expectations. We also need to further explore the difference
between Numeracy and Math and why it is important to develop both aspects, through
an integrated approach (i.e. Numeracy Cycle) and common language and expectations.
If we achieve this next year, then the DNA and our math assessment will provide more
informative data.
○ We wonder why our Grade 6 Indigenous students decreased significantly (24%) in
Proficiency from Fall to Spring. At the same time, our Non-Indigenous students
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○

●

improved significantly. Although teachers received training on the use of the DNA, how
did this impact Numeracy across the year? What are our next steps for further
developing teaching and learning in this area?
For Non-Indigenous students, for Spring results, 14% of grade 3’s and 8% of grade 6’s
were in the Emerging stage.

DEWRS:
■

●

20% of students were not confident of their academic skills and found language
arts or math challenging

Learning Survey:
Grade 4’s & 7’s
■ Areas that involve assessment, feedback and self-assessment have more
students answering “never” or “a few times”. This is definitely an area that
requires more attention as there is research to support a link between effective
assessment, feedback and student achievement.

GOAL #2: To continue to improve students’ English Language Arts achievement - with a specific focus
on written responses:

Targets:
○

○

○

95% of students will be Approaching or better (Primary) or “C” or better
(Intermediate) in English Language Arts on the year end report card - we did not
include data for this target for two reasons:
i. ELA combines Reading and Writing results and muddies the water

ii. This year we moved from letter grades to Proficiency scales
Based on these items, this target no longer seemed a relevant reflection of student
achievement specific to this goal
Reading - Primary Reading Assessment (PRA) at Independent level (90% of students)
and Non Fiction Reading Assessment (NFRA) (90% of students) at Developing or
better for their grade level in the Spring Assessment (PRA collected, but not released)
Writing - Using the Performance Standards that 90% of students will be Developing or
better in the May school wide write.

Actions/Our Approach:
- Using the Primary Reading Assessment and Non Fiction Reading Assessment results to
inform practice
- Using the DEWRS survey questions & Student Learning Survey questions specific to
writing to support progress
- Staff meeting time designated to reviewing common language and supporting
collaboration
- September 28th Pro-D day - staff spent time discussing essential Literacy learning for the
year
- Literacy and Early Learning committees up and running; created plans for the year.
Meets regularly.
- Implemented Kindergarten Phonemic Awareness assessment and data collection into
our School Learning Plan
- Focussed on data, staff revisited targets to ensure they were attainable and applicable
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-

-

-

-

-

Focussed on ongoing development of common language between and across grades
Pivoted distance learning strengths into school-based strategies (e.g. Google classroom
resources)
Continue to financially support our Learning Resource Committee work for acquisition of
Literacy resources
Comprehensive focus on properly developing the Primary Book room - a place where all
K-3 Literacy resources are now organized. This was achieved via members of the Literacy
committee and the Library team.
School Librarian working with district support teachers to re-evaluate teacher resources
that exist in STEM room on whether they continue to be relevant or not. Many
resources have been repurposed or recycled.
Continued with school-wide writes in the Fall and Spring in order to identify targeted
areas for growth
Numerous Learning Resources monies were spent on the purchase of new guided
readers.
PAC members donated monies specific to the purchase of additional guided readers
(which has helped to also increase the number of home readers available). Some of this
money was used to specifically purchase Indigenous guided reading materials.
Continued to provide staff meeting time to learn and collaborate
Highlighted student writing samples in school newsletter
Included book highlights in school newsletter
Through data dissemination, various grade specific sub-goals have been created for the
upcoming school year
Specific K/1 early years Learning Assistance groups were created in order to implement
early intervention strategies to improve overall Literacy moving forward at Aberdeen
Staff meetings (4 in total throughout the Spring) dedicated to looking at literacy data,
specifically SWW data, and discussing where we are headed moving forward
Two staff meetings designated to collaborative SWW marking
Creation of Early Learning intervention activities and materials (housed in Primary Book
Room)
SPIRALS participation: this included Literacy ‘lunch & learn’ series with Sherri Hoffer
which introduced staff to the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness program, Kendore
Kingdom’s Phonics program (specifically - The Consonant Party) and which ultimately
had approximately five primary teachers add the specific instruction of Phonemic
Awareness to their Literacy program. The district and school purchased additional
copies of the Heggerty program to support this increased interest. Since this time, the
Principal/LA teacher has taken the full Kendore Kingdom training which will be taught to
interested teachers via in-services in the Fall.
Word Works Daily for Kindergarten was purchased for all three Kindergarten classes to
supplement daily phonemic awareness instruction.
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EVIDENCE for Goal #2:
School Wide Write Results - Fall 2018
Grade

Performance Level
Unknown

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

1

26%

22%

31%

21%

0%

2

4%

17%

38%

37%

4%

3

4%

16%

59%

21%

0%

4

2%

10%

16%

27%

0%

5

5%

10%

44%

41%

0%

6

0%

12%

55%

31%

2%

7

9%

4%

36%

38%

13%

School Wide Write Results - Spring 2019
Grade

Performance Level
Unknown

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

1

3%

9%

22%

56%

10%

2

2%

0%

20%

74%

4%

3

8%

8%

35%

43%

6%

4

8%

12%

37%

41%

2%

5

5%

0%

37%

51%

7%

6

0%

8%

35%

39%

18%

7

2%

2%

16%

64%

16%

School Wide Write Results - Fall 2019
Grade

Performance Level
Unknown

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

1

6%

20%

32%

40%

2%

2

3%

12%

36%

44%

5%

3

2%

18%

41%

33%

6%

4

0%

7%

45%

46%

2%

5

0%

19%

44%

33%

4%

6

0%

0%

34%

64%

2%
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7

2%

2%

36%

53%

7%

School Wide Write Results - Spring 2020 - Data Not Collected Due To COVID Closure
School Wide Write Results - Fall 2020
Grade

Performance Level
Unknown

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

1

4%

34%↑

32%=

30%↓

0%↓

2

4%

20%↑

29%↓

45%↑

2%↓

3

5%

22%↑

41%=

32%↓

0%↓

4

2%

23%↑

40%↓

28%↓

7%↑

5

2%

18%↓

52%↑

16%↓

12%↑

6

0%

11%↑

40%↑

40%↓

9%↑

7

3%

0%↓

14%↓

78%↑

5%↓

School Wide Write Results - Spring 2021
Grade

Performance Level
Unknown

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

1

4%

11%↓

32%=

51%↑

2%↑

2

2%

12%↓

34%↑

52%↑

0%↓

3

0%

11%↓

45%↑

38%↑

6%↑

4

4%

5%↓

30%↓

59%↑

2%↓

5

0%

4%↓

42%↓

46%↑

8%↓

6

0%

13%↑

34%↓

42%↑

11%↑

7

14%

0%=

5%↓

65%↓

16%↑

Primary Reading Assessment - June 2018
Girls

Boys

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Grade 1

5

3

8

12

9

1

7

11

Grade 2

3

3

14

4

2

3

10

12

Grade 3

1

2

12

6

7

3

4

13
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Primary Reading Assessment - June 2019
Girls

Boys

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Grade 1

6

1

8

15

9

2

6

11

Grade 2

3

3

15

9

3

1

12

8

Grade 3

1

2

5

13

2

1

7

18

Primary Reading Assessment - June 2020 - Data Not Collected Due To COVID Closure

Primary Reading Assessment - June 2021**
Girls

Boys

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Extending

Grade 1

6

2

3

9

7

5

6

7

Grade 2

2

3

12

13

4

2

6

13

Grade 3

1

1

5

21

4

0

10

10

This data has only been acquired this Sept. and has not been analyzed yet.
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NFRA - FALL RESULTS 2016-2020

NFRA - Spring Results 2021

2021

52%

40%

62%

89%

The Spring 2021 results have been included to provide perspective on the work that has been done
during this current COVID school year.

Kindergarten Data Collection
Kindergarten Phonological Awareness Quick Screening
Fall 2020
Total # of Kindergarten Students participating = 49
Rhyming
Recognition

Rhyming
Production

Word
Awareness

Syllable
Awareness

Initial Sound
Identification

Final Sound
Identification

Sound
Segmentation

Sound
Blending

Emerging

4

17

13

10

7

32

31

18

Developing

8

2

27

24

16

7

14

10

Proficient/
Extending

37

30

9

15

26

10

4

11

*This PA screening uses a 3-band scoring system that puts Proficient and Extending together
**Numbers = number of Kindergarten students that fit into each band
Based on the above considerations, 12 students from the 3 Kindergarten classrooms began
Learning Assistance 4 times/week for 25 minutes a session.
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Kindergarten Phonological Awareness Quick Screening
June 2021
Total # of Kindergarten Students participating = 51
Rhyming
Recognition

Rhyming
Production

Word
Awareness

Syllable
Awareness

Initial Sound
Identification

Final Sound
Identification

*Sound
Segmentation

Sound
Blending

Emerging

1↓

3↓

4↓

6↓

2↓

11 ↓

10 ↓

2↓

Developing

3↓

3↑

11 ↓

13 ↓

2↓

3↓

21 ↓

6↓

Proficient/
Extending

48↑

46 ↑

37 ↑

33 ↑

48 ↑

38 ↑

21 ↑

44 ↑

*This PA screening uses a 3-band scoring system that puts Proficient and Extending together
Kindergarten Alphabet Screening
Fall 2020
Upper Case

Lower Case

Emerging <15

17

24

Developing
16-23

11

Proficient/
24-26
Extending

21

Kindergarten Alphabet Screening
Spring 2021
Upper Case

Lower Case

Emerging <15

3↓

4↓

11

Developing 16-23

8↓

14 ↓

14

Proficient/ 24-26
Extending

40↑

33 ↑

**Numbers = number of Kindergarten students that fit into each band

Evidence pertaining to both Numeracy and Literacy goals
Foundational Skills Assessment - Fall 2018

Numeracy

Reading
Comprehension

Writing

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

Grade 4

10%

22%

59%

10%

10%

20%

57%

14%

10%

0%

90%

0%

Grade 7

2%

7%

66%

25%

2%

7%

77%

14%

5%

0%

89%

7%

PLU - Performance Level Unknown
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Foundational Skills Assessment - Fall 2019

Numeracy

Reading
Comprehension

Writing

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

Grade 4

7%

20%

68%

5%

4%

16%

64%

16%

7%

2%

88%

4%

Grade 7

9%

11%

69%

11%

9%

4%

85%

2%

13%

4%

78%

5%

PLU - Performance Level Unknown

EM - Emerging

OT - On Track

EX - Extending

FSA- Fall 2020 - Data Not Collected Due To COVID postponement; collected Spring 2021 instead

Foundational Skills Assessment - Spring 2021**

Numeracy

Reading
Comprehension

Writing

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

PLU

EM

OT

EX

Grade 4

11%

17%

77%

6%

11%

4%

73%

23%

11%

13%

87%

0%

Grade 7

3%

8%

56%

36%

3%

8%

86%

6%

10%

0%

94%

6%

PLU - Performance Level Unknown

EM - Emerging

OT - On Track

EX - Extending

This data has only been acquired this Sept. and has not been analyzed yet.

Reflections on Goal #2:
In general:
●

SWW:
○ There was predominately a trend across the board from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020 when it
comes to our SWW results in that they went down. Our assumption is that this is directly
related to COVID and the fact that many students were out of school for long periods of
time. Writing is often an area that no longer readily gets encouraged naturally outside
of school. Our wonder is, how can we communicate better to parents the importance of
ongoing writing tasks, vocabulary building activities, and fun spelling and sound games
that can ideally become what is naturally done, just as reading should be, outside of
school. We are also wondering if our early intervention investment specific in
Kindergarten regarding explicit Phonemic Awareness development will positively impact
this data over time.
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○

○
●

●

●

PRA:
○

When comparing our Fall 2020 to our Spring 2021 SWW data, we see positive gains
across the board. In particular, we saw great progress of students moving from
Developing to Proficient, and Proficient to Extending. We wonder if we will be able to
maintain these gains for Fall 2021.
We look forward to working further with Jake Schmidt and his team so that we can
eventually desegregate all of this data as we were able to do for the DNA results.
Unfortunately, at this time we are still waiting for the Spring PRA results to be released
from the district. To reflect back to 2018/2019 comparisons doesn’t make sense.

NFRA:
○ When we consider the comparison between Fall 2019 and Fall 2020, with the exception
of Grade 7 results, we saw a significant drop in the number of students being Proficient
or Extending. Our wonder is again, if this is due to the time away from school because of
COVID. When we compare Fall 2020 and Spring 2021, our intermediate students
significantly improved in their NFRA results across the board. Our wonder here is how to
maintain these gains as we head into the summer months. How can we communicate
with parents the imperative to keep their children reading, not as homework, but as an
essential life-long skill?
FSA:
○ Unfortunately, at this time we are still waiting for the Spring FSA results to be released
from the Ministry. To reflect back to 2018/2019 comparisons doesn’t make sense.

●

Kindergarten Phonological Awareness Quick Screening
○ Sound segmentation is still a hurdle for many Kindergarten students.
○ We noticed a significant improvement in these foundational Phonemic Awareness skill
sets in our three classes of Kindergarten students when comparing Fall 2020 results to
Spring 2021 results. We believe this comes from three changes we implemented this
year:
■ Providing this quick assessment to allow us to provide targeted intervention to
our most vulnerable, early learners via Learning Assistance 3-4 times/week.
■ Investing in and introducing the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness program and the
Word Works Daily program into our Kindergarten classrooms.
■ Working with Sherri Hoffer who led some Primary staff with a Spirals Inquiry
specific to shifting the way we approach systematic teaching of Phonemic
Awareness.
○ Our wonder is if our Grade 1 teachers will notice the skills our Kindergarten students will
be entering Grade 1 with and if they will capitalize on it early in the year to keep the
momentum moving forward.

●

Kindergarten Alphabet Screening
○ Although the data shows a significant number of students now in the Proficient area of
alphabet knowledge, we will need to connect with those students in the Emerging and
Developing range in September and continue intervention with them so they can be
further successful in Grade 1. We will be adding Letter Sound Screening to this for the
2021/2022 school year.
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Successes:
●
●

Grade 4’s and 5’s achieved the 90% Developing or better in SWW target
Intermediate students achieved the 90% Developing or better in NFRA target

DEWRS:
■

When asked “How often do you include interesting details when you are
writing”, 89% replied all the time or sometimes.

Learning Survey:
Grade 4’s
■ I read books for fun: Over 80% answered sometimes, most of the time or all of
the time
■ I feel I am getting better at reading? Almost 90% answered agree or strongly
agree
■ I feel I am getting better at writing? Over 65% answered agree or strongly agree
Grade 7’s
● I continue to get better at reading? About 70% answered agree or strongly agree
● I continue to get better at writing? About 70% answered agree or strongly agree

Challenges:
○
○

Grades 1, 2, 3, 6 & 7 did not achieve the 90% Developing or better in SWW target,
although they were at 85% - 89% in achievement.
In the NFRA data, if you consider only students who achieved Proficient or better (i.e.
grade level achievement), only our Grade 7’s are close to meeting the 90% goal.

DEWRS:
■

20% of students were not confident of their skills and found Language Arts or
Math challenging

Learning Survey:
Grade 4’s & 7’s
■ Areas that involve assessment, feedback and self-assessment have more
students answering “never” or a “few times”

SUB GOAL #3 for 2020-2021:
Social Emotional Learning - Of utmost importance to staff for the 2020-2021 school year was the need
to focus our start-up learning, after the COVID school closure time, under the Social Emotional Learning
umbrella. We firmly understood that because our students had been out of school for a duration of
time, that we needed to focus on community, care, compassion and calm (self-regulation). This focus
needed to start with the adults in the building first before being able to provide the same to our
students. We focussed on being mindful of where we were as a team at all staff meetings and
committee meetings. The need to focus here first, delayed somewhat the educational discussions
regarding essential learning outcomes, data, etc. at each grade level specific to math and writing. The
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following are actions we have taken all year to support the social emotional development of staff and
students alike:
- The Social Emotional Committee met monthly to discuss how the staff was doing and
aspects of SEL strategies, etc.

-

The SEL committee created the 2021-2022 school goal specific to SEL.
- 3 calming station activity posters created & distributed for teachers to utilize in
classrooms
- Don’t Walk in the Hallway - purchased for implementation for 2021-2022 school
year
- Dr. Jody Carrington online course shared with interested staff members as ‘lunch
& learn’ sessions based on her book: Kids These Days
- Common school-wide theme created this year = Together in This
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUH8lbh8jAQ&t=10s).
- Theme also decided for the upcoming school year = We Are All Dots
(taken from students voting for this as the Library Book of the Year).
- Staff meeting time designated to Social Emotional Learning; staff
meetings started with SEL related items
- Staff ‘Week at a Glance’ regularly includes SEL related items specific to resources
and staff wellness items
- Virtues of the month implemented. Using student voice, via our Student
Advisory Council, who were responsible for choosing the Virtue of the Month
each month. These were highlighted in monthly newsletters.
- Spirit Buddies introduced, collaborated on, and actively implemented in about ⅓
of our classes.
- Peace/Restorative Circles/Talking Circles - introduced via the work of Anthony
Michel (AEW)

Reflections on Sub-Goal #3:
We did not utilize quantitative measures for this SEL sub-goal outside of those accessed via
DEWRS/Learning Survey this year. Instead, we asked staff to provide qualitative feedback on the actions
we took related to this goal throughout the year. Additionally, we pulled specific information from both
the DEWRS and Student Learning Survey that pertained to social-emotional development. We hope to
create and implement a survey in the 2021-2022 school year that will be able to provide some additional
quantitative data K-7.

Successes:
Teacher Observations:
● SEL is the foundation, the heart of what we do - kids can't learn if they're not regulated.
Kids can't learn if they don't feel safe. Kids can't learn if the adults aren't regulated.
● Many staff members participated in Unified Mindfulness (8 weeks of sessions) with Tyler
Van Beers through zoom workshops. This had a significant impact on my own regulation
during this COVID year. We also debriefed as a small group on the benefits we all had
found.
● Many staff members participated in Wednesday lunch hours to view Jody Carrington's
sessions. This inspired me to read her book as well. It shifted my classroom practices
and my "mom" practices. Her "walk them home" quote was new and particularly
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●

●
●

impactful on me. As was her, "Kids can't learn to regulate until they're dysregulated."
quote.
MindUP class wide language, understanding of the neuroscience of how we regulate and
what happens when we are dysregulated, and keeping parents informed about our
practices and the research made a significant impact on my students: awareness of
themselves and others, ability to see perspectives, to discover regulation strategies that
worked for them individually, to recognize what triggers a fight, flight, freeze response
Three daily brain and breathing breaks (MindUP core practice) helped students settle
into their learning space and sustain focus - implemented in my class.
Daily gratitude practices, implemented in my classroom - mental and physical health
benefits to this one for students and for me!

Student Reflections:
●

Please see Appendix A
DEWRS:
○ Feelings about school this year (quotes):
■ My school has done many thing that make my return to school safe and
successful
■ They have taken the measures to keep us safe, healthy and have a fun time
learning things
■ They made it successful by trying to make it as normal as possible
■ They made it calm and welcoming
○ What I like about school (quotes):
■ People are kind, teachers keep all of us safe, there’s help if we need it.
■ How we are all treated fairly, respect for each others limits and our own
■ Our school makes everyone welcome and teachers appreciate who we are, help
us, make us feel valued
■ Respects me for who I am
■ I don’t really like school in general but my school is good.
○ ‘Students feel safe attending this school’ is up 3% and above Candian norms
○ ‘Positive teacher-student relationships and a positive learning climate’ is up some and
above Canadian norms
Learning Survey
● Parents/Guardians
Positives:
○ Students are learning about emotional self-regulation
○ Students are learning to solve problems in peaceful ways
○ Students have clear expectations for student behaviour
○ 100% surveyed feel welcome at our school
○ Over 80% feel they have an adult at school that they can talk to if needed
● Grade 4’s Positives:
○ Most feel school is a place they belong
○ Over 60% feel there are 4+ adults here who care about them
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○
○
●

Over 70% feel safe at school most or all of the time and are able to solve
problems peacefully
About 40% are learning to explain ways to problem solve most or all of the time

Grade 7’s Positives:
○ Over 60% feel there are 4+ adults here who care about them
○ 0% feel unsafe at school at no time/few times
○ About 70% are learning to explain ways to problem solve most or all of the time
and over 70% agree or strongly agree they are learning ways to solve problems
in peaceful ways
○ Increased sense of being able to care for their own mental health

Challenges:
●

●

●

In general:
○ Creating a survey that will reflect what we want to achieve in SEL that provides
us the necessary data to move forward.
○ Working with students and parents to address the anxiety, connection and sleep
concerns that arose from the DEWRS and Learning Survey results.
DEWRS (quotes):
○ Not allowing us to play where we want to play at recess and lunch
○ Separating us from friends and siblings
○ Making us wash our hands A LOT
○ Although 72% agree/strongly agree that feel that they are a part of our school;
16% strongly disagree/disagree with this statement
Learning Survey
○ Parents:
■ Over 20% feel that their child is not learning how to care for their
mental health at school
■ Around 40% believe that school makes their child feel stressed or
anxious
○ Grade 4’s:
■ Almost 50% wake up tired every day. Approximately 20% wake up tired
3-6 days/week
■ About 40% feel that school makes them feel stressed or worried at least
some of the time
○ Grade 7’s:
■ Over 40% feel that school makes them feel stressed or anxious at least
some of the time
■ Getting a good night's sleep?
- About 35% 6-7 days/week
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■

- About 25% never - 2 times/week
Describe their health (mental or physical)
- About 30% poor - fair

Framework For Learning 2020/2021
●

Please see Appendix B

Measurement Tools:
What is being used to measure success?
In order to better understand our students in the progression of their learning around our SLP goals, we
intend to use the following measurement tools for our formative and summative assessments:
● Classroom assessment
● Anecdotal comments
● Teacher & Support Staff observations
● Student self-reports and reflections
● SWW, PRA, FSA & NFRA results
● Ministry Performance Standards for assessing writing
● Student Learning Reports marks
● Kindergarten: Quick Phonological Awareness Screening (QPAS)** & Letter/Sound
tracking. **Used this year to assess K students in Fall & Spring. For the 2021-2022
school year, we will be switching to the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Assessment
which aligns with the program we have implemented.
● DEWRs & Student Learning survey results from specific questions
● DNA results - Grade 3 & 6
● Intermediate Indigenous Exit Student Survey & Families Survey
● SEL online survey for students K-7 twice a year (TBD- 21/22 school year)
● School generated Math Assessment K-7 (TBD - 21/22 school year)
We have particularly enjoyed teaming with the work Jake Schmidt has done and using the tool he
created which has allowed us to disaggregate the data into specific categories allowing us to support our
most vulnerable learners more fully:
● Gender
● Indigenous Ancestry
● ELL
● IEP
● CCO (Children in Care)
● Montessori/Neighborhood
● Grade specific

Resources to Support
Shared resources among the staff is essential to aligning instructional practices for consistency
throughout the school and across grades. Our team has chosen to focus our Numeracy, Literacy and SEL
practices around the following resources:
● Response Tiered Intervention (RTI)
● Reading & Writing Power - Adrienne Gear
● W.I.T.S
● Zones of Regulation
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●
●
●

EASE - Everyday Anxiety Strategies for Educators
MindUp
Numeracy Cycle
Other resources/practices supporting our goals:
● Indigenous literature/Indigenous leveled reading books
● Daily 5/CAFE - Gail Boushey & Joan Moser
● Next Step Forward in Guided Reading - Jan Richardson
● Word Works Daily
● Words Their Way
● Heggerty - Phonemic Awareness program
● Kendore Kingdom - Approach to Phonics program
● Spirit Buddies
● Peace/Restorative Circles - an Indigenous concept to help build relationships and
community within the classroom while honouring and respecting diversity within the
class. It also is a strategy to promote calm, problem solve, build understanding, actively
model self-regulation strategies and check-ins with students. Peace tables are integral to
our Montessori programs as well.

Structure to Support
As a team, we know that implementing school-wide structures helps all students in our Response Tiered
Intervention & Universal Design for Learning. Therefore, we have some additional ideas on how to
implement in-school initiatives to excite students about Literacy and Numeracy, which includes ways to
support staff in their development of Literacy/Numeracy instruction:
● One-to-One Reading Program- on hold this year
● Reader Leaders - Intermediate students reading with primary students to foster early decoding
and comprehension skills - on hold this year
● Buddy classes - on hold this year
● Battle of the Books
● Book of the Year
● Home Reading
● Small group guided reading and Numeracy
● Collaboration time
● Staff meetings - utilizing shared time to focus on writing, Numeracy and SEL instruction,
collaborative discussions and sharing

Specific Support Frameworks:
Inclusive Education - How do we support students with exceptionalities?
● Employing the ideas of Universal Design for Learning (UDL), teachers will continue to provide
learning opportunities for students with a low threshold and high ceiling. Students will be
engaged where they are at and challenged to move forward with the necessary scaffolding in
place.
● Implementing the RTI approach and design for supporting all students
● Implementing an early intervention approach to the school so that we can intervene early and
often with our more vulnerable students
● As resources allow, students with written output challenges will be provided with
classroom-based Chromebooks to support their development using Google Read & Write.
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●
●
●

●

CEAs will provide scheduled breaks for students who need assistance with understanding and
regulating their emotions.
LARTs will provide additional support, push-in groups, team teaching or collaborative teaching to
students as they develop Literacy and Numeracy skills.
Students will be provided with access to the Quiet Room when they need a space to regulate
their behaviour or emotions. Within this space, there is a swing and other sensory tools to
support students.
Sensory tools are made available to teachers for use in the classroom with any student who
needs sensory or regulating support.

Indigenous Education - How do we ensure support for our Indigenous students?
● Overall, Indigenous students continue to not be at parity with Non-Indigenous students here at
Aberdeen. We will continue to infuse our curriculum, specifically in Language Arts and Math,
with Indigenous content. The First Peoples Principles of Learning and the cultural context
provided by our AEW, will guide our instructional practice.
● Our AEW will provide classroom, small group, and one-on-one support for some Indigenous
students as they work to develop their problem solving skills.
● Implementing our first ever Intermediate Indigenous Students' Exit Survey, communicating the
reflections with parents/guardians; and sending a Indigenous Families' Forum survey to the
parents/guardians as well.
● Parents/Guardians will be invited by the AEW to engage with the school through special events
and ongoing interactions
● Our AEW will work one-on-one with some Indigenous students who need additional support and
direct teaching of perseverance and resilience strategies.
● The Youth Outreach Worker who is now connected to families at our school, will continue to
offer support in a variety of ways to students in need.
● Our AEW will counsel some Indigenous students who need assistance with understanding and
regulating their emotions, while respecting First Peoples culture and traditions.
● Our AEW and Admin will use Peace Circles to work on restorative solutions with Indigenous
students
● Our AEW will work with some Indigenous students in creating cultural projects which will give
students the opportunity to learn and understand Indigenous culture.
● Working with Indigenous students and our AEW, we will continue to Indigenize the school:
bulletin board, museum walk, story stops, Secwepemc language QR code stops and words of the
week, etc.
● Teachers and our AEW will work collaboratively to continually infuse curriculum with a deeper
understanding of Indigenous ways of knowing and being.
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MOVING FORWARD (2021 - 2022 School Year)
Goal #1: To continue to develop students’ problem solving skills in numeracy.

○
○
○
○

Using the District Numeracy Assessment (DNA) as a measurement tool, 50% of
Indigenous students will be achieving Proficient or Extending by Spring 2022
Using the District Numeracy Assessment (DNA) as a measurement tool, 60% of
Non-Indigenous students will be achieving Proficient or Extending by Spring 2022
Based on students’ responses in the DEWRS survey to the question, “How confident
are you when using a variety of math problem-solving strategies?”, 95% will reply as
very confident or somewhat confident by Spring 2022
Based on teacher observations, 90% of students will be able to identify the steps to
solving a problem.
These targets have been refined to reflect the data analyzed as of June 2021.

Goal #2: To continue to improve students’ English Language Arts achievement - with a specific
focus on written responses.
Updated targets:
Grade
Kindergarten

Neighbourhood Gr 1/2

Writing Goal
By explicitly teaching phonemic awareness and phonics, the students will be able
to express themselves proficiently in written form based on the SD 73
Kindergarten writing rubric by mid-June 2022.
By June 2022, 80% of Grade 1 students will be able to complete written work that
includes 3-5 sentences using phonetic and known spelling, appropriate word
spacing/context of print, and centred around a main idea/topic.
By June 2022, 80% of Grade 2 students will be able to complete written work that
includes an opening and closing sentence, 5-8 on-topic sentences using phonetic
and known spelling, and appropriate word spacing.

Montessori
- Gr 1/2/3

Neighbourhood
- Gr 3/4

Our goal is to create more resilient writers through the use of free
write/choice/joyful non-assessed writing opportunities in the hopes of cultivating
writing stamina. Success of the goal will be determined if a minimum of 80% of
students are writing more independently, fluently and with enthusiasm and joy as
observed in the time, length, structure and enjoyment of the students' written
output through the Oct. 2021 and May 2022 school wide writes.
By June 2022, using the B.C. Performance Standards, grade ¾ students will
demonstrate growth by moving up one level in their ability to write a well organized
paragraph including a defined topic with 3-5 relevant details. This includes a topic
sentence, the use of the three sentence structure (simple, compound, complex),
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transitions (introduced in gr. 3) and a concluding sentence.

Montessori
- Gr 4/5/6

By June 2022, students in the Intermediate Montessori class will demonstrate
growth on the Proficiency scale by moving up one level, or maintaining Proficiency,
in the areas of conventions and organization using the BC Performance Standards
For Writing.

Neighbourhood
- Gr 5/6/7

Students will improve the form in all writing (fiction/non fiction) to include: opening,
organization and sequence, and conclusion as well as complete and varied
sentences. This includes organization, hook, transitions and time order words.
We will use the Quick Scale Personal Writing Rubric to chart progress throughout
the year.

Goal #3: To help all learners focus and reach their potential through brain-centered
management and the corresponding teaching strategies I.e. brain learning, resilience, growth
mindset, etc.
We will create specific targets in the Fall 2021 to support the development of this goal across grades.
Staff Commitments 2021-2022
In general, the staff have committed to the following items that show support for, and continuation of,
the development of the goals as outlined in the School Plan:
● Creating time in our schedules for collaboration
● Developing a growth focus where staff meet students where they are at and move them forward
from there - this can only be achieved through knowing students through the intentional
collection of formative data.
● Pursuing the wonder of: Will focussing on capacity building with staff, with a focus on results,
positively improve performance of students?
● Developing a culture of buddy teaching to further develop capacity and learning from the
expertise we have within our building
● Cross-curricular wonder: Will focussing on a problem-solving cycle, taken from Numeracy, help
improve the resiliency/tenacity/positive mindset of our students?
● Choosing a math assessment that will be meaningful and formative for our students across
grades
● Continuing with the Learning Resources Committee model to purchase additional resources
specific to the goals outlined in the School Learning Plan
● Working towards each classroom engaging in leveled, small group Literacy and Numeracy
instruction daily
● Working towards every Kindergarten and Grade 1 class providing daily instruction in phonemic
awareness, phonics and word work
● Providing voluntary in-services to interested staff based on: Spirals work; Heggerty Phonemic
Awareness; Kendore Kingdom phonics; Kids These Days; and more
● Working towards every class Grades 2-7 explicitly teaching word work and vocabulary daily
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Focusing on making writing joyful and engaging for all learners
Promoting opportunities for leadership between Intermediate and Primary students
Providing collaboration time for grade/cohort group collaboration
Infusing Indigenous Literature and First Peoples Principles of Learning into every classroom and
within every subject
Implementing the RTI model for literacy instruction:
http://www.rtinetwork.org/essential/tieredinstruction/tier1/effectiveteaching
Implement Class Reviews based on RTI at the end of September; reviewing in mid-February after
3rd progress report has gone home
Indigenizing the school in all aspects and spaces of learning
Working towards common language in writing, reading, Numeracy and SEL across all grades
Ensuring visible tools are available in all areas of school for student self-regulation identification
and strategy implementation

Actions for Professional Learning 2021-2022
Our team at Aberdeen acknowledges that student learning is directly impacted by professional learning
of all staff. We strive for constant improvement to ensure that we are meeting the needs of all of our
learners, constantly improving our practice and creating professional learning communities within our
staff for ongoing professional development.
Our plan to support this learning includes:
● Staff meetings focused on professional in-service to support our School Learning Plan
implementation. This will be led by the various leaders who exist within our school as well as
District Personnel and other experts in the fields of study.
● Non-Instructional Day September 2021 focused on SEL, Numeracy and Writing elements
● Response Tiered Intervention - ongoing throughout school year
● Target Time - ongoing meetings with teachers & resource to build student/classroom support - to
be initiated October 2022
● EASE, W.I.T.S. , MindUp training encouraged for all staff - ongoing
● Review of Adrienne Gear’s work
● Reviewing assessment and feedback practices and how they can effectively support student
development
● Running records, small group, guided instruction training - check with staff, implement as
necessary
● Book Club options: Kids these Days; Next Steps in Guided Reading;Self-Compassion for Educators
- offered to interested staff
● Admin to release staff to collaborate, observe, co-learn in grade/cohort groupings
● Further develop the Indigenous Perspectives Team
Educators will use student-centered learning to guide students to:
● Develop perseverance and resiliency as learners
● Understand that learning takes patience and time
● Set goals, adjust and monitor their progress
● Solve problems in many ways
Specific Support Frameworks
Each term an analysis of student achievement, with a focus on support, will occur for:
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Indigenous Learners, students with CCOs, students with Ministry of Education Designations, and
vulnerable learners. Regular Internal and External SBTMs will occur for the purpose of problem solving
and supporting students both academically and socially/emotionally. LART support will continue to focus
on developing lagging skills in the areas of reading, numeracy and social/emotional
Professional Learning Plan
The offering of quality and timely professional development will be encouraged during our
Non-Instructional Days. Regular times will be taken to explore new teaching concepts and approaches at
staff meetings. Staff will be encouraged to attend additional relevant professional development
offerings both within and outside of our school district. A growth mindset, capacity building of all staff
and fostering our staff’s collective efficacy will be an ongoing area of focus.

Related District Strategic Plan Goals:
PRIORITY 1: Ensure each student acquires strong foundational skills and core competencies
Areas of focus:
Thinking, communicating and the core competencies
Problem Solving - Numeracy
Literacy
PRIORITY 2: Connect students to their interests and passions
Areas of focus:
Developing a love for reading and writing
Self-directed learning
Problem solving as a lifelong skill
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Appendix A
Student Reflections, specific to Social Emotional Learning & Development:
- Gratitude journals
- Toolkit of Chill Skills (self-regulation strategies)
- Mindfulness reflection
- Brain Research
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Appendix B
Framework for Learning Plan 2020/2021
Numeracy

Literacy

September

We worked as a staff in grade groupings to discuss
Essential Learning Outcomes. Teachers met to
prioritize key areas for learning with a focus on
Numeracy and Literacy

October

After school, Math
Minds group sent out a
welcome email and
started meeting with
Katie McCormack.
District Coordinators
came to the school to
help with assessing our
Numeracy resources and
recommending new
ones.

SEL

Common to all

Tom Beveridge
presented to our staff
regarding the
importance of starting
the year with SEL at the
forefront to support
students.

Staff meeting
Pro-D Day

During a Learning
Together Session in a
staff meeting, we met in
grade groupings to
discuss the essential
outcomes when it comes
to writing.

PAC meeting
Newsletter
Staff meeting

Data - looked at June
2019 PRA, NFRA Fall
2019, School Wide Write
Fall 2019
Established the Fall
School Wide Write Week
and spent time in the
next staff meeting to
mark these together in
grade groupings
District Coordinators
came to the school to
help with assessing our
Literacy resources and
recommending new
ones.

November

District Coordinators
returned to the school to
support with “weeding”
Numeracy resources and
recommending new
ones.

District Coordinators
returned to the school to
support with “weeding”
Literacy resources and
recommending new
ones.

December
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Reminded staff of the
importance of self-care
as professionals as we
move through this time
period where COVID is
starting to feel closer to
home. Our mindfulness
practices that we use for
our students are helpful
for us, too.

Staff meeting
Newsletter

Encouraged staff to look
for ways to incorporate
physical activity and
appropriate ways for
movement into our days.
The SEL committee will

Staff meeting
Newsletter
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be looking for ways to
support our staff in this
(e.g. wall sits, pushups,
etc.)

January

Numeracy Inventory &
Work Bee happened

Staff meeting
Newsletter

Discussed with staff,
“How we are doing when
it comes to Writing?”
Reviewed School Wide
Write results and worked
in Breakout rooms with a
recorder to document
ideas.

February

Tanya held Fireside Chats
with interested staff
members to connect and
hear feedback.

Staff meeting
Newsletter
Literacy Committee
meeting

SEL committee member
created small calming
stations cards for
classrooms for those
who are interested.

Staff meeting
Newsletter

Staff discussion on
School Wide Write areas
of strength, concern,
observations &
suggestions.
Staff looked at School
Wide Write results and
discussed what
outcomes we want to
see for our students in
writing and what is our
plan to get us there.
Primary Literacy Room
clean out and new
resources ordered.
Staff discussion around
how we are doing in
Reading, what
approaches we are
taking and what could be
changed.

March

April

A teacher shared
information on the
Grade 3 & 6 DNA. The
Numeracy Cycle is in the
curriculum and
mandated throughout
the grade levels. The
DNA is not graded, it is
leveled.

As a staff, we reflected
on the previous
discussion and outlined
some of the reading
strategies that are
happening in our
classrooms
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Teacher groups worked
collaboratively and wrote
grade specific Writing
goals that are
measurable for the next
school year

May

June

●
●

Teachers looked at
current Numeracy data
and completed a, Math
Beliefs Survey. This was
planned but needed to
be postponed due to the
announcement regarding
the Kamloops Residential
School. This activity will
occur during the Fall
2021.

Weekly lunchtime with
staff members watching,
Kids These Days author
Jody Carrington sessions.

Staff meeting
Newsletter

SEL Committee created
our SLP Goal for next
year: We will help all
learners focus and reach
their potential through
teaching brain-centered
management and the
corresponding strategies
(start date: September
2021)
A teacher shared a
presentation on the
book, Permission to Feel.
This included classroom
strategies and the
theoretical undertones
of this work.

Staff meeting
Newsletter

Weekly lunchtime with
staff members watching,
Kids These Days author
Jody Carrington sessions.

Literacy committee, Early Learning committee, Math Minds, SEL committee all meet monthly
Pro-D committee, Assessment committee & Learning Resources committee meet as required
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